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Game on-the-go with complete freedom: the JBL Quantum 

TWS is now available 
 

 

 
 

Amsterdam – June 28, 2022 - Game free from wires and restrictions as JBL expands its 

JBL Quantum gaming range with the brand’s first true wireless gaming earbuds.  

 

For gamers who prefer an in-ear, wire-free experience, the JBL Quantum TWS is here to 

deliver. Complete with the incredibly realistic JBL QuantumSURROUND™, gamers can 

experience the best spatial surround sound solution in game, coupled with True Adaptive 

Noise Cancelling and Ambient Aware features to control outside noises and minimise 

distractions.  

 

Designed for mobile gaming on-the-go, make sure you never miss a beat of the action, 

wherever you are and however you choose to play. The included USB-C dongle brings vast 

connectivity options for ultimate flexibility. Plug and play for a low-latency connection for 

players on a PC, Mac, PlayStation®, Nintendo Switch and supported mobile devices. The 

JBL Quantum TWS also supports two connections at the same time so players can connect 

to their preferred gaming device via USB-C dongle, plus a Bluetooth connection on a mobile 

device so you will never miss a call. The lightweight design makes the JBL Quantum TWS 

ideal for long gaming sessions, and the IPX5 sweat resistance rating ensures durability 

when using on the go. 
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For the JBL Quantum TWS launch, JBL has partnered with Diablo Immortal as the latest free 

to play game from the legendary RPG franchise from Blizzard launched on mobile and PC in 

Open Beta with cross-play and cross-progression. Diablo Immortal is an all-new, 

uncompromised Diablo experience you can play anywhere, anytime. For the first time, 

players on mobile can battle against ancient evils in this mobile multiplayer online action 

RPG. Looking for the best way to immerse yourself in the heat of the battle? Open up the 

JBL Headphones App and activate the exclusive Battle Mode EQ for an audio experience 

tailored to the game. Launching in August, Battle Mode EQ is only available to JBL Quantum 

TWS gamers. 

 

The JBL Quantum TWS will come in JBL’s latest eco-friendly packaging and are now 

available in black from JBL.com for €149,00. 

 

Features of the JBL Quantum TWS:  

● JBL QuantumSURROUND™ for the best spatial surround solution for immersive gaming 

● True Adaptive Noise Cancelling with four beamforming mics and auto calibration to stay in 

the zone  

● Ambient Aware to filter in environmental noise to the player’s preference  

● Six microphones (three on each earbud) ensure crystal-clear communication with 

teammates  

● Two-device connectivity via the 2.4Ghz wireless USB-C dongle or Bluetooth 5.2 for gamer-

grade low latency connection  

● 24 hours battery life – 8 hours with earbuds, 16 additional hours with charging case  

● Lightweight, durable construction with IPX5 water resistance  

● Multi AI support – simply push to talk with preferred smart assistants when connected to a 

mobile device  

● Compatible with the JBL QuantumENGINE™ PC software and JBL Headphones app for 

the ultimate audio customization  

 

For more information: 
HARMAN Consumer Lifestyle EMEA             
Marije Bakker, Director PR & Communications EMEA      
marije.bakker@harman.com 
 
Or  
 
Ranieri Communications 
Office: +44 (0)207 148 1606 
harmanhub@ranieri.agency 
 

ABOUT JBL  

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events 

like Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and 

weekend road trips, JBL elevates listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets 

them make the most of every moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials 
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and industry leading innovation, JBL has expertly blended a bold vision of the future with the 

passion and talent of engineers and designers around the globe. JBL’s Signature 

Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and the 

brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports. 

 

ABOUT HARMAN  

HARMAN International (harman.com), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics 

Co, LTD., designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, 

consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual 

products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things. 

With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark 

Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the 

entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 25 million 

automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car 

systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In 2017, HARMAN became a whollyowned subsidiary of Samsung 

Electronics. 


